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Reprogrammable Field-Programmable Gate Ar-
rays (FPGAs) have enabled the realization of high-
performance and affordable reconfigurable comput-
ing engines. We examine the architectural tradeofis
involved in dsigning eneral purpose FPGA-based
computin systems wit field-programmable ate ar-
rays and old-programmable interconnects. be fact
that FPGAs provide both programmable logic and
programmable interconnects raises numerous design
issues that need to be considered with care. Factors
that influence the tradeofis are mutability, rearrange-ability, and speed

I FPGA-hased computing systems
Reprogrammahle FPGAs form the basis of high-
performauce and afl'ordablc reconfigurable comput—
ing‘ prototyping and emulation systems [1, 2, 3. It, 5.
6, 1']. Interconnections schemes in these systems vary
quite a, hit. In SPLASH, PAM, QUICKTURN GANGLIDN
and ANYBOARD 1, 3, 4, 5, 7], the FPGAs are directly
connected to es other in a fixed pattern. In Bonn
and REALIZER [6, '2}, logic and interconnection are
separate. The REALIZER uses the partial crossbar
interconnection architecture to connect the FPGAs,
while the sons has complete interconnection. in
this paper, We shall investigate the design of inter
connection architectures using multiple crossbar-s and
discuss the architectural tradeofi's in the design of
such FPGA-based computing systems.

We view FPGA—based computing systems as con-
sisting of reprogrammeble FPGAs, and reprogram-mable interconnects. A number of commercial de-
vices can serve as field-programmable interconnects:

Aptix FPle have a place and route architecture

which is not a crossbar As]. Routin delay is notentirely controllable an predictable as a result
of its place-and-route architecture. Each FPlC
chi has a maximum of 940 user programmableif s.

IQlfifl Each FPID chip has a maximum of160 user
programmable I/Os. The heart of the [(2160 is a
”'6 x 176 crossbar. Every port can be configured
to connect to any port, Routing delay is entirely 
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controllable and predictable as a result of this
crossbar architecture [9].

TI crossbar The Texas Instrument SNNACTBB“
is a 16 x 16 crwebar with 4-bit word lcn th.
The crossbar is or anized as 16 ports I: 4-
bit each. Routing clay is entirely controllable
and predictable as a result of this crossbar
architecture. Each crossbar has a maximum of
128 user programmable I/Os.

FP GAS have a place and route architecture. Rout-
ing delay is not entirely controllable and pro:
dictabie as a result of thisGplawaud-route ar-chitecture [10]. Each FP A typically has a.
maximum of 200 user programmable l/Oa.

Function-wise, the FPGAs and Aptix chips can be
conceived of as devices capable of eri'orrnin as
crossbars under many circumstances ignoring fiieir
unpredictable deiaysg. This will be the view ofthis paper and we a all use switches and crossbar:
interchangeably in our discussion.

While all of the devices mentioned above can serve
as programmable interconnects to provide flexible
interconnection between computing elements in an
FPGA-based computing system, the number of inter-
connections required may easily exceed the number of
user pro rammable 1/05 on asingle device. We need
to considger building a larger interconnection structure
from these basic device packages which wiIl be viewed
3 smail crossbars. In this regard, the problem of
building large crosabars from smaller crossbars is
well studied in the context of telephone switching
networks. Gina and Benes networks are representative
of rearrangeable networks made up of small crossbars.
We shall review the basic terminolo y, concepts and
known results related to Cios networ s in Section II.

The notion of folded-Clo: networks is introduced
to facilitate the application of known rwults and
a control algorithm to configure the crowbars in
an FPGA-based system consisting of multiple small
crocshars. This is one of the contributions of this
paper. Then, we show that the fact that FPGAs have
dual personality (both as programmable logic and
programmable interconnects) which can be exploited
to enable system tradeolfs in the design of an
FPGA-based system using both FPGAs and field-
programmable interconnect. The issues of speed,
rearrangeability and mutability are considered inSection IV.
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Figure l: A three-stage (1106 network C(3.3,4).

II Rearrangeabie CLOS switchingnetwork:

We review some basic terminology and conceptsrelated to Clos networks in this section.

A connecting network is an arrangement of switches
and interconnects allowing a set of input terminals to
be connected to a set of output terminals in various
combinations [[1, 12}. All connections are point-
to-poinl. connections. An assignment for a given
network is a list of input/output pairs which are
to be connected; eanh terminal appears in at most
one pair. An assignment is renlr'zcfile if there exist
disjomt paths in the network connecting all pairs
of input/output terminals in the assignment. A
network is rearranged“: if any assignment is realis-
ahle. Nontlach‘ng networks have the property that in
addition to being rearrangeable, any connection can
he established between any idle pair of input/output
terminals without rearrangements.

Three-stage symmetrical Clot network consists of
two symmetrical outer stagfi of r n x m switches andan middle sta e oi m r x r switches. The network
is completely ciaracterized by three parameters in, m
and r, or C(n,m,r] collectively. A 00.3.4) Clos
network is shown in Figure l. The Slepian-Duguid
theorem states that a 3-stage (3105 network C(n, m, r)
is recrrcngeetle if and only if n: 2 n [11, 13]. For ourpurpose, we assume n = m, hence all smtches are
square and our Clos networks are rearrangeahle.

Cine shows that a 3-stage Clos network C(u, m, r?is nonblacting in the sir-tel sense if m 2 2n -
[1-1]. Clos also illustrates that it is possible to
apply the principle recursively to form multi-stage
reerrangeable or nonblocking networks. Clea assumes
that all connections are point-to-point connections.In Section V, we shall consider an extension to multi-
pin connections.

Although rearrangeable networks generally use
153

fewer switches, the require careful and sometimes
hard routing ntro algorithms. On the other hand,
non-blocking; networks require less demanding or no
control algorithm [15]. The next section presentsa known control al orithrn for rearran able Clos
networks based on bipartite matching [125i2
III-A A control algorithm for rearrangeableClos networks

Given an assignment .4, a bipartite graph C(A) =
V], V2. E) can be constructed, where the Vertex net
| consists of the input switches, and the vertex set

V; consists of the output switches. There is an edge
between switch 3 E V. and T E V; for each pair of
inputfoutput terminals in the assignment where the
input terminal belon s to S and the output terminal
belongs to ‘1". The ges of this bipartite graph can
always be partitioned into In disjoint matchings. and
then each matching provides the at most :- pairs
of input/output terminals which can he realised by
a single 1- x I" switch in the middle stage of the
three-stage Clos network. Thus, the problem of
setting up the switches in a three—stage rearrangeable
Clos network C(n,m.r) can be formulated as edge-
coloring with m colors (or equivalently partitioning
the edges into m matchings] for the bipartite graph
C(11) where edges incident to the same vertex must
be of distinct colors [12]. This problem can be solved
in polynomial time {16].

III Architecture of FPGA-based
systems

With the basics defined in the previous sections, we
are now in a position to discuss FPGAAbased systems
consisting of the following components:

FPGAa: which can serve as computing elements,
programmable interconnect or both. Figure ‘2
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Figure 3: The Bone prototyping board viewed as as a three-stage C(2,2.4) Cios rearrangeahie network,

illustrates the last case in which an FPGA is
viewed as a device consisting of programmable
logic and a number of 111 x n, “switches"
connecting the logic to the programmable 1/0
pads. The In x m “switches” are realized by
reroutin or reassigning the nets among the n;
pads. he size of these switches {the amount
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of routing resources used to im iement them)
afiecm the mutability of the PP As and hence
the amount of logic that can be implemented onthe device.

The software implication of this model is that
we do not lock the pins to conform with board-
Ievel constraints. This is advantageous since
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Figure 4: A folded-Clos network with n = m = 3. and r = 4.

reassigning or lacking} pins encrally affects themutability of the FP As [10 . Instead. we allow
the automatic placement and routing tool to
choose freely the pin assignment. Afterward,one more routing step is required to use the
“switches” to reroute the nets to conform with
the board-level constraints.

Memory elements serve as local memories to thecomputing elements.

Host interface serves to communicate the FPGA-
based computing system with the host machine
to which the FPGAvbased system is attached.

Programmable routin whose sole purpose is to
provide programmab e interconnect amongst the
computing elements and/or memoryr eiements.
We assume that the number of interconnec-
tions required exceeds the number of user pro
grammable l/Os on a. single programmable routv
1ng device. The major Issue is then the prob-
lem of building a large switch from the smallerswitches.

We shall defer until Section VI the discussion of the
impact of introducing other devices such as memoryr
elements and the host interface to the system. So
until then. we assume that there are only FFGAs
and programmable interconnect in the system. As
an example, consider the small programmable proto-

typing board none [6] which has two routing chi s;it can be. vieWed as a threestage rearranges le Cos
network. The FPGAs serve the dual purpose of
programmable logic and programmable interconnccA
tion. The switches inside the FPGAs, provided by
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interchanging the nets among the programmable ifO
pads, form the outer stages of the 0105 network.
The middle stage is realized by the FPGAs R1 and
R2 which serve as routing chi s, as illustrated in
Figure 3. The fact that the l/ pads of the FPGA
are connected to the routing chips in an alternating
fashion makes the system depicted in Figure 3 a. three-

sta e rearrangeabie Clos network with n = m = 2r = 4. [ he actual aono uses Xilinx XC30305
as routing chips resulting in a 612,127) Clo: rear-
rangeahle network.)

The scheme shown in Fi ure 3 only works for
m = 2. in next section. we a all discuss how to use
Clos networks When there are more than two FPGAs,for m > 2.

III-A Folded-(2105 networks

The Clo: network and control algorithm outlined
in Section ll has a definite notion of input and
output terminals. Therefore, in order to apply the
control algorithm discussed in Section [I one must
identify the two terminals of a. net either as input
or output (irrespective of signal flow). This notion
does not necessarily exist in an FPGA-baeed system.
in which the computing elements have pads which
can be reconfigured to be either input, output orbidirectional pads. The numbers and distribution of
inputs/outputs change from application to applica-tron.

in this case it is most convenient to describe
the pragmmmnlrlc-rosting component of an FFGA-
based computin system as a folded-Clea network.
as depicted in igure 4. A three—stage folded-Clea
network resembles a three-stage 6105 network. but
there is no distinction between input and output
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Figure 5; A folded-Clue network using the FPGAs as both computing element and programmable interconnect.

stages. We simply call the stage which connects
directly to the computing elements the “outer“ sta e;
it consists of :- palrs ofrn x m switches. The “midd e"
stage consists of m r x r crowhars.

III-B A control algorithm for folded-0105networks

The control algorithm for the folded-Clos network
depicted in Figure 4 can be adapted from the control
algorithm for the three-stage Clos network depicted
in Figure l as folltms. First, directions are assigned
to each of the nets so that each pair ofrnx m switches
has run iii-terminals and m out-terminals. To do this,
we form a net-graph from the required connections,
where each node come ends to a. group of 2m pins.
and an edge is added or each net between the two
nodes{groups) to which its two pins belong, We then
traverse this net-graph visiting each edge once to
partition the edges into edge-disjoint circuits (a node
may appear more than once). We assign a direction
to the edges as we traverse the net-graph. After the
traversal, each node will have m in-edges and :71 out-
edges.

Once the 2911 ed es have been divided, we can
unfolded the faded Jos network by separatin the2m terminals into two in: x m switches and o tain
a network identical to the three-stage Clos network.
The C105 network control algorithm can be used
to configure the m x m switches to realize any
assignment. Notice that the direction assigned to
an ed e is purely for the urpose of using the edge-
colora ility control algorithm described in Section Ii—A. the direction is unrelated to the actual signal flow.
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IV Architectural tradeofi's: FPGAS as

both computing element and
programmable interconnect

In this section, we examine the architectural tradeofis
involved in the or anisation of an FPGA-hasedcomputing systems. he issues are:

l. rearrangenbility
2. mutability, and

3. speed.

Any point—to—point connection realized by the
architecture presented in Figure 4 has the delay
of 3 switches It is possible to trade mutability
with speed by exploiting the dual personality of
FPGAs. Figure 5 shows a system resembling a
folded-Clos network with the FPGAs serving as both
programmable interconnect and computin elements.
it is not difficult to show the network epicted in
Figure 5 satisfies the SlepianADuguid rearrangenbility
criterion (see Section II} providing the algorithm
outlined in Section Ill—B has been used to identify
the input and output stagts. We eliminate two stages
of switch delay in Figure 5 but risk the danger ofhaving a non-rearrangeahle network. This posstbility
is illustrated as follows. Assume that we control
the utilisation of the FPGAs such that they can be
modeled as shown in Figure 2 with m = 3. r = 4_

Now, sup one that the utilization: of the FPGAs
increase an that n = m decreases from 3 to 2 while
the external connections remain unchanged, as shown
in Figure 5. Keep in mind that the interconnections
between the outer stage and the middle stage arefixed. it is not hard to see that the network now is
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